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ABSTRACT

A variety of electroacoustle instruments and devices have evolved

in attempts to improve the perception and discrimination of aural signals
and messages. This report describes instrumentation that delivers bi-

naurally tlme-delayed signals that tend to enhance the intelligibility of
speech signals delivered to subjects. The elestroacoustlc device re-

ported in this paper can be used to improve the intelligibility of de-
sired signals when immersed in masking (interfering) noise. The device

) used to achieve binaural time delays encompasses completely variable
delays ranging from 0 (in-phase) to 1500 mate. This device has proved

,_ of considerable value in situations where desired speech signals coexist
with masklng or other interfering nolses, such as voice recordings ob-

tained within cockpits of aircraft. Details of the device and practical
applications of the binaural tlme-delay phenomenon are discussed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BINAURAL T_E-DELAY APPARATUS

FOR IMPROVING INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH

I. INTRODUCTION

The human auditory system ca. perceive and process a multitude of
acoustic stimuli. Man normally possesses a binaural, or two-ear, system

that offers several unique advantages: the source of acoustic distur-
bances can he localized; the ability to attend (temporal) to desired

signals can be enhanced; and the interfering effects of masking noises
can be somewhat reduced, Since most acoustic stimuli to which man is

% responsive are propagated in the medium of air, slight time delays (of

arrival) may enhance the perception of acoustic stimuli that exist in a
3-dimenslonal sound field. Sound travels at approximately 1100 feet per

second (velocity of sound propagation in the medium of air at sea level);
therefore, an acoustic phenomenon that approaches one side of the head
arrives at the ear on the side nsarest the sound source just an instant

ahead of the time the signal is received on the opposite side. This

phenomenon of sound propagation produces a spectrum of sound perception

that is slightly different in the ear that receives the stimulus later
because of the head shadow effect.

Man is surrounded by a multitude of acoustic stimuli, end most of
the meaningful soueds to which he is responalve arrive at the ears with

slight delays. These Interaural time delays are extremely slight, yet
they constitute differences great enough for the individual to localize,

or laterallze, the relative location of the sound generator.

The literature contains numerous reports of listenlng situations

where binaural time delays, usually less than about 7 meet., appear to
enhance binaural listening tasks (2-I0). One of the greatest problems

associated with logical extensions of small amounts of time delay is in
instrumentation. Many Of the electroacoustic and mechanical methods used

to achieve binaural tlma delays are either fixed in time (of delay) or
the method introduces distortions (usually of spectrum) when rather long

delays (above about 5 msee.) are desired (i).

A later report will provide a comprehensive review of efforts which

have employed binaural time delays greater than 5 msec°

The potential value to he derived from delivering identical time-

delayed acoustic signals to both ears may repreeemt a significant advan-

tage to the individual who must perceive and discriminate a desired
signal in the presence of distractleg or interfering noise (l, 3, 5. 7,
iO).

It is the authorls contentlor that many advantages are afforded by
the type of binaural time delays provided by the apparatus described in
this report.



If. APPROACH AND INSTRUMENTATION

The device descrlbod in this study evolved from efforts directed at

developing a method with which hlgh-quallty auditory signals, such as
speech, clicks, tones, etc., could be recorded and played back with

controlled time delays ranging from 0 to 1500 msec.

An Ampex, 2-channel tape recorder (model 601) was modified so that
a mechanical time-delay mechanism could be installed. Figure I illustrates
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FIGURE I

Modified 2-channel magnetic tape recorder-reproducer.

the modification. The aluminum panel shown at the upper left of the

tape recorder contains an extra set of erase, record, and play heads,

as well as tape guides, allgnmont rollers, and a micrometer that rotates

the delay mechanismo Figure 2 shows the basic parts of the binaural time-

delay apparatus. Two independent, but identical, sets of erase (E),
record (R), and play (P) heads are used: one set for channel 1 and the

other for channel 2. As noted, the channel 1 beads are located on the
main body of the recorder and the channel 2 heads are mounted on the

aluminum panel attached to the main body of the recorder. Identical



signals are dellv_red to beth channL.Is dur/_ig _'eeordLng. During playback

the length of the tap_! between channels 1 and 2 c_iilbe adjusted to _qehievo
various amourtt._of d_layo Thi._ proec_dure is extYemely ,_inlple. The microm-
eter that attaches to the,tlnle-del_ly_lucilanlsm through a worm gear can he

adjusted so tha_ very ,_mal]p hut precise, length_i11ng or _ho_'tening of the

tape can be aecompli._h_d. The time'-delay n_c_cI1axiismi_ circular (see fig. 2) j
and _he outer rim _5 cut to provide allgnmeI_t and m_shi_g with the worm gear

FIGURE 2

Detnil of blaultal tlme-delay apparatus.

connected to the shaft of the micrometer. 3\¢o roller guides are attached

_o the baseplate of the tlme-d_lay muchanism so that _he tape can ea_lly
_ravel between points A and B (shown in fig. 2). L_ngthening or shorten-
ing of the tape can be achlev_d between these points. Figure 2 clearly

shows t|le path traveled by the tape. The tap_ travels from tile supply

reel (7-1n. dia., i/4-in, tape), which re,ares eountercloc]_¢ise, passes
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under a round tape guide that is machined to l/4-in, inside diameter, and
rotates (thereby reducing friction). The tape passes across three heads
(the erase head, which is full-track, is not connected) and then around
a second rotating tape guide that is also machined to 1/4-in. inside
diameter. From this point, the tape threads across the two round guides
attached to the base of the delay disc and then passes the alignment
spool located in front of the heads of channel 1 (the erase head is not
connected). Finally, it passes between the capstan and pressure roller
and ultimately to the takeup reel. Electromagnetic signals delivered to
(play) and from (record) channel 1 (electronic) are connected to the
upper preamplifier, and those delivered to and from channel 2 (electronic)
are connected to the lower unit. The connecting cables of channel 2 are
shielded and pass from the preamplifier to the underside of the aluminum
base o. which the heads (channel 2) are attached.

The erase heads are not connected since both are full-trac_and, if
energised, the signals recorded on one-half of the tape (channel 2) would
be erased when passed across the channel 1 erase head. Therefore, blank,
or cleaved, tape can be used with the assembly described in this report.
If desired, erase heads that allow only half-track erasure (and bias) can
be installed.

The micrometer and the adjustable drum used to accccnpliah precise
lengthening and shortening o£ the tape during playback provide very
linear control of time delays to values of as much as 1500 msec. Through
delays of as much as 600 masc., the micrometer produces 1-masc. delay for
each 5 units of micrometer scale setting (ratio 5:1). Of course, these
values are relative to 7.5 lps tape speed.

To calibrate the tlme-delay apparatus, a series of.very short dura-
tion clicks are placed on the upper and lower tracks of a tape. To
generate the clicks, a 1O,0OO-H_ tone is delivered from a Hewlett-Packard
model 2OlC audio-oscillator as shown in figure 3. The signal from the
output of the oscillator is connected to the channel A input of a Grason-
Stadler model 829S62 electronic switch. From the electronic switch the
signal is routed thro.gh a 570,O00-ohm, l-watt resistor in order to
reduce the peak voltage of the clicks. The signal emanating from the
resistor box now enters a divider unit. One of the divided signals then
goes to the input of channel 1, and the other divided signal goes to the
input of channel 2 in the A_pex 601 recorder.

In order to obtain the type of signal required for time-delay
calibrations, the Grason-gtadler electronic switch is triggered exter-
nally by two Tektronix model 161 pulse generators. The two pulse
generators receive waveform signals from a Tektronix model 162 waveform
generator, and all three units receive operating power from a Tektronix
model 160A power supply. The Tektronix units are adjusted so that pulses

i of l-meet, duration, with a rise-fall time of 0.25 msec., are achieved

(see figure 4). These impulses are repeated once every I0 seconds and
I are recorded throughout the entire length of a 120g-ft. reel of Ampex
! No. 611, 1/4-1n., l-I/2-mll acetate tape. All of the impulses are re-

corded with the micrometer oe the tlme-delay unit set and locked at O.
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Block dlagra= of C_ne-delny callbration apparatus.
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CalZbratiom s_g.al conf_Euration.
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FIGURE 5

Apparatus for time-delay measurement.

Figure 5 shows the components used during playback to check, time-
delay settings and calibrate the mlcrometer-delay settings. Determination
of tlme-delay calibration for the signals delivered from cha_nels I and
2 of the Ampex 601 recorder Is obtained by monitoring a Hewlett-Packard
electronic timer (interval timer section) and a Tektronix model 531A
dual-beam cathode-ray-tube oscilloscope.

The preceding of the two signals (impulses) delivered from the tape
recorder is connected to the trigger ON terminal of the electronic timer,
and the delayed signal is connected to the trigger OFF terminal. The
time delays achieved are determined by direct readout on the appropriate
time-interval numeric column in the electronic timer. At least 10 sam-
plings were obtained at each lO-mlcrometer unit setting for time delays
from 0 through 1500 meet.

Channel I output from the Ampex 601 was used to trigger the Tektronix
scope, and a second connection is fed to the upper-beam trace input, The
output from channel 2 wee connected to the input teminals o£ the lower-
beam trace. The scope traces were aligned so that £tntte time-delay

6



determinations could be made, especially for delays ranging from 0 through

I0 msec. Time-delay values were determined by use of the tlme-scale
grids placed over the face of the cathode-ray tube.

20iTimede0yse0,1eve,it,apparatusIIII±IIll24 Micrometersettingsfrom0 - 26 "-

; ...... TimedelaysfromO-5.0msec. '-_--_- - ---
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FIGURE 6

Relationship of mlcrometer setting to tlme delay.

Figure 6 shows values of tlme delay obtained with the tlme-delay

device fitted on the Ampex 601 recorder. Although the mechanism provides

delays up to 1500 msee., the data shown in figure 6 show the relationship
between measured values of delay and micrometer settings ranging from

0 through 5 msee. The data shown in figure 6 ware obtained by using
25 sampling polnts (micrometer settings) and measuring 30 repetitions
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per sampling point. The range of delays measured for a give. sampling
are identified by two small dots (the left dot representing lowest measure
of time delay and the right dot identifying the greatest amount of delay).

4"20
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2O m0 1000 10,0002£0OO

Frequencyin Hz

FIGURE 7

System pure-tone frequency response characteristics.

Figure 7 shows the frequency response of both channels, It is

apparent that the modifications employed to achieve time delay_ have
little influence on the response (fidelity) characteristics of the

Ampex 601 recorder.

Ill. CONCLUSION

The potential value of an electroacoustlc device of the type
described in this report appears self-evldent. Binaural time delays of

the type provided by £hls device may be of considerable value in several
fields of research. Lengthy delays (of I0 to I00 msec.) may be of

assistance in neurophysiologlc (research and diagnostic) studies of

neural auditory pathways, _speclally when questions of peripheral vs.
I central processes of auditory perception are concerned. The possible

i improvement of speech discrlmlnatlos in the presence of masking noise
appears most promising. Lssg delays, in the range of 40 to 60 msec.,

may enhance the perceptlon of speech discrimination among persons with
bilateral hearing loss. Cortical processing of auditory stimuli may be

8



more easl]y identified and assessed using ulectroencephalographl= technics

by which distinct periods of time del,ly can be used to distinguish right

from left hemispheric activity. Binaura| time, delays, especially those
greater than I0 msee. but less than I00 msec., may prove of considerable

help in accomplishing auditory training of the hard-of-hearing (those
with some degree of binaural hearing).

Other areas of interest include aural stimulation of vestibular

responses when time delays vary frLml side to side (rLght to left _nd vice

versa). Since this device allows delivery of delays on either side
(tlmewlse) of zero (in phase), an interesting phenomenon of vestibular

i orientation, or disorientation, can be elicited. Apparently, presenting
the leadlng signal alternately between eat'&creates an illusion of turning --

an illusion that can he most upsetting in some individuals. Also, the
acoustic phenomenon created by using different delays (usually from 10 to

150 msec.) in both elrcumaural and sound-field listening situations en-
hances the qualitative character of many types of acoustic stimuil,

especially music.

The device described in this report will be used to investigate a

variety of applications. Efforts will bu expended to identify and deflne
parameters of time delay that appear advantageous for situations and tasks

routinely encountered by Air Force personnel who must perform a variety of
listening tasks.
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